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 I n of iText in Action, readers learn  way they
do in mented with simple examples. T s you fur-
ther -life examples, skipping a bit on t  compre-
hensi es that you can use to solve everyd

 I I’ll give you a quick overview of t th PDF—
you’l execute a first “Hello World” exa he basics
of cr h iText.

1.1 Things you can do with PDF
Let’s start with six quick facts about PDF:

■ PDF is the 
■ It’s an open file format (ISO-32000-1), originally created by Adobe.
■ It’s used for documents that are independent of system software and hardware.
■ PDF documents are an essential part of the web.
■ Adobe Reader is the most widely used PDF viewer. 
■ There are a lot of free and proprietary, open and closed source, desktop and web-

based software products for creating, viewing, and manipulating PDF documents.

Figure 1.1 offers an overview of the things you can do with PDF. There are tools to cre-
ate PDF documents, there are applications to consume PDF documents, and there are
utilities to manipulate existing PDF documents.

 If you look at PDF creation, you’ll find that graphical designers use desktop appli-
cations such as Adobe Acrobat or Adobe InDesign to create a document in a manual
or semimanual process. In another context, PDF documents are created programmat-
ically, using an API to produce PDFs directly from software applications, without—or
with minimal—human intervention. Sometimes the document is created in an inter-
mediary format first, then converted to PDF. These different approaches demand dif-
ferent software products. The same goes for PDF manipulation. You can update a PDF
manually in Adobe Acrobat, but there are also tools that allow forms to be filled out
automatically based on information from a database. 

Figure 1.1 Overview of 
PDF-related functionality. 
The functionality covered 
by iText is marked with 
the iText logo.
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